Publications and Presentations Since Retiring in August, 2014 (including those in preparation)

Publications

In preparation and under review:


Published and In Press:


Wiersma-Mosley, J.D., & Fischer, J. L. (2017). Adolescent drinking partnerships and
problem behaviors. *Journal of Addiction Research, 1*, 1-10.


Presentations


Jordan, R. E., Fischer, J. L., Niehuis, S. (2015). Does it matter if I love or


And at National American Colleges of Sports Medicine, San Diego, May, 2015.


Conference Leadership


Research In Progress

Sibling Differences Moderators Project uses the Add Health Sibling Pairs restricted data set under contract with Add Health with Jean Pearson Scott, Principal Investigator; Judith Fischer, Investigator; Rachel Engler Jordan, Postdoctoral Investigator.

Social Networks Across 25 Years, Judith Fischer, Principal Investigator. Followed up participants in NIH grant from 1980s and recruited new participants in a longitudinal, cross-sectional, and cross-lagged design.